NON-DISCLOSURE
AGREEMENT
AND GENERAL TERMS OF USE

Dear Candidate,
This exam is confidential. CPA Australia owns the rights in the intellectual property including all
copyright and trademarks used in providing the exam which are protected by law. The exam is
made available to you as a candidate, solely for the purpose of your assessment. You are
expressly prohibited from disclosing, publishing, reproducing, or transmitting this exam, in whole
or in part, in any form or by any means including visual, aural, verbal, written, electronic or
mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior express written permission of CPA Australia. The
exam questions and answers are not released or available for review due to the secure nature of
the exams and the process adopted by CPA Australia in establishing passing standards. The
personal data which you provided at the enrolment will be used to transmit your score to CPA
Australia, and for monitoring purposes. Your personal data and exam data will be stored in
the Pearson VUE database. CPA Australia reminds you that you have the right to access,
delete, and modify your personal data. To exercise such right, please contact CPA Australia.
Integrity is a fundamental principle underpinning the profession. Actions by CPA Program
candidates, whether members of CPA Australia or not, such as plagiarism, cheating, collusion
and any other conduct whereby the candidate has sought to obtain an unfair academic advantage
are not permitted. These actions may be treated by CPA Australia as academic misconduct.
Allegations of academic misconduct maybe be referred to CPA Australia’s Professional Conduct
Unit for investigation. Penalties include but are not limited to the following: forfeiture of
membership; suspension of membership; lowering of membership status; exclusion from
admission as a member; requirement to undergo future CPA Program subjects; fine; results
withheld; failure of a unit.
In order to proceed to your exam, you MUST accept the terms of the Non-Disclosure
Agreement. Please note exam fees for candidates-terminated exams are not refundable. By
continuing past this screen, you are agreeing to the Non-Disclosure Agreement.

